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Knowledge has become an important resource that can help enterprises gain a competitive advantage in the market. In this regard,
knowledge sharing in the process of cooperative innovation provides an important way to acquire knowledge. With the de-
velopment of innovation, the innovation network has become an important carrier of knowledge sharing, which can also have an
influence on knowledge sharing. Based on knowledge management theory and complex network theory, this study constructed a
multilayer network environment for knowledge sharing. It then identified the network elements and knowledge-sharing paths
that influence knowledge sharing from microperspectives and macroperspectives. On this basis, the effects of node cohesion and
weak connection on knowledge sharing in small-world and scale-free topologies were analyzed by computer simulation. *e
results showed that, in an innovation network with a scale-free topology, cohesion and weak ties had a great influence on the
average knowledge level and knowledge equilibrium. Meanwhile, in small-world topological innovation networks, a mixed path
had the best promotion effect on network knowledge sharing.

1. Introduction

Under the ongoing “Fourth Industrial Revolution,”
emerging industries tend to be more knowledge intensive
and less focused on the consumption of material resources
[1]. *e rapid development of such industries can directly
affect regional and national development levels and enhance
competitiveness. Specifically, emerging industries based on
scientific knowledge can help developing countries catch up
with technology and promote their future development [2].
Knowledge, therefore, has become a high-value asset for
achieving innovation and creating wealth. *e knowledge
and technology that promote enterprise development re-
quire learning, sharing, and diffusion. *us, in the era of the
knowledge economy, knowledge is an important factor for
economic growth; knowledge sharing’s contribution to
economic growth is even considered greater than that of
knowledge innovation itself [3].

With the accelerated development of science and tech-
nology, cross-field knowledge is becoming increasingly in-
tegrated into emerging industries. *e increasing demand
for rapid, high-quality innovation creates challenges for
enterprises’ technological innovation. In this regard, indi-
vidual innovation activities can have difficulty adapting to a
changing innovation environment [4]. With the goal of
sharing benefits and risks, enterprises, universities, and
institutions form alliances to jointly overcome such diffi-
culties. *ese innovation networks formed by industry-
university-research cooperation have given rise to a new
organizational form that is becoming increasingly systematic
and complex [5]. Accordingly, the influence of the network
structure on knowledge sharing has become an important
research topic.

Knowledge sharing is a behavior that allows different
types of knowledge to be shared between different
subjects, resulting in new knowledge. *e knowledge-
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sharing process has been studied from three perspec-
tives. First, transaction theory suggests that knowledge is
scarce and can be sold in an alliance to gain profits [6].
*erefore, obtaining profits through such an exchange of
knowledge is a knowledge-sharing process. Second,
knowledge transfer theory suggests that knowledge
sharing is a process in which subjects possessing
knowledge transfer that knowledge to subjects who want
to use knowledge more efficiently. New knowledge is
generated in this process of knowledge transfer [7, 8].
*ird, according to organizational learning theory,
knowledge sharing is a process in which enterprises
communicate with each other and receive the knowledge
they need. *rough this process, enterprises promote
and share their knowledge with other enterprises in the
alliance and encourage member firms to continue
learning to achieve knowledge sharing [9]. In this
knowledge-sharing process, information technology
development levels [10], organizational incentives [11],
and organizational environments [12] affect knowledge-
sharing efficiency. Alliance networks have become an
important channel for enterprises to acquire, integrate,
and utilize external knowledge resources. Knowledge
networks [13], structural diversity [14], and network
structures will affect the efficiency of knowledge sharing
[15, 16]. Cowan found that “small-world” networks were
the most conducive to knowledge sharing and diffusion,
and the shorter the average network path, the more rapid
and complete the knowledge-propagation process [17].
However, too much similarity in a community structure
can hinder knowledge sharing [18]. Lin found that
knowledge sharing performed best in scale-free networks
[19]. Su and Li constructed a knowledge-transfer model
for a knowledge alliance based on acoustic-wave theory
and found positive correlations among the number of
enterprises in a knowledge alliance, knowledge-transfer
frequency, and knowledge-transfer effect [20]. Two gaps
can be identified in the literature. First, most existing
studies constructed a network environment for knowl-
edge sharing and analyzed its influence from a macro-
perspective while ignoring the influence of strong and
weak ties on knowledge sharing between micro-
individuals. Second, the knowledge in the organization
exists in the form of knowledge network. *us, a tra-
ditional single-layer network model cannot describe the
knowledge network owned by an actual organization in a
detailed and comprehensive way.

*e present study, therefore, utilized multinetworks to
describe the carrier of knowledge sharing and explain its
process. Moreover, complex network theory was adopted to
deal with the structural characteristics of innovation net-
works. On this basis, this study constructed a mechanism
model and analyzed how network structures influence
knowledge sharing in multinetworks. We focused on two
questions: Q1: which network elements affect knowledge
sharing frommacroperspectives and microperspectives? Q2:

how do these elements affect knowledge sharing in multi-
networks? *is study focused, therefore, on the process of
knowledge sharing among different organizations and ex-
amined the influence of network elements on knowledge
sharing. Accordingly, this study’s findings have implications
for governments, researchers, and industries.

*e rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
reviews the literature, which forms the basis for the ana-
lytical framework. Section 3 analyzes the knowledge-sharing
model in the innovation network that was established to
explain the mechanism of knowledge sharing. *en, in
Section 4, numerical simulation is used to construct the
related mechanisms that can promote knowledge sharing in
innovation networks. Section 5 provides conclusions and
suggestions.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Knowledge Sharing. Knowledge has public goods,
transfer, and agglomeration characteristics, which allow
innovation subjects to smoothly transfer knowledge through
cooperation and thereby obtain benefits. Polanyi and
Nonaka proposed the classic division of knowledge.
According to whether knowledge can be expressed and how
much it can be expressed, they divided knowledge into
explicit and implicit knowledge [21, 22]. Explicit knowledge
is the knowledge that is clearly expressed, usually in a
publicly accessible manner, such as written text, numbers, or
graphics. Explicit knowledge can be effectively transmitted
through media and can be received by most groups. Implicit
knowledge, meanwhile, has a low degree of explicitness. It is
difficult to express implicit knowledge through precise
language; it can only be accessed through communication
and learning between individuals [23]. *erefore, cooper-
ation provides a good platform for the transfer of implicit
knowledge. During the cooperation process, collaboration
parties can learn, grasp, and transmit implicit knowledge
that cannot be easily expressed through words [24].

Knowledge sharing is a process of knowledge trans-
mission between individuals and organizations; it represents
the organic unity of knowledge transfer and knowledge-
absorption processes [25], as well as the acquisition, inte-
gration, and creation of knowledge and information [26].
Knowledge sharing is thus the core of knowledge production
and plays an important role in knowledge inheritance and
knowledge innovation [27]. Knowledge sharing enables
innovative organizations to create knowledge by learning
from other organizations. Efficient knowledge sharing helps
implicit knowledge become more explicit and facilitates
knowledge innovation through knowledge externalization,
internalization, integration, and absorption [28]. Knowledge
sharing, moreover, facilitates communication among
members of an organization, which in turn helps innovation
subjects acquire required knowledge, narrows the knowl-
edge gap between parties, and accelerates innovation dif-
fusion [29]. Knowledge sharing also has positive externalities
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[30]. *rough knowledge sharing, both parties gain
knowledge from each other, pursue knowledge innovation,
spread knowledge to the organizational level of the inno-
vation network, improve knowledge exchange, and support
technological innovation [31]. *erefore, knowledge sharing
is a dynamic process in which knowledge acquirers con-
tribute to the value of an organization. It is only through
such means that knowledge can be absorbed, utilized, and
transformed into an ascending spiral. Managing knowledge
in the system can provide a fourfold value through
knowledge acquisition and selection, processing and ab-
sorption, sharing and transfer, and innovation and creation.
Under specific network conditions, the mechanism of
knowledge flow within an organization forms a knowledge-
sharing process, which ensures knowledge sharing and
organizational identity among organization members with
compatible knowledge structures and cultural backgrounds
[32].

Based on the literature, this study defines knowledge
sharing as the process of knowledge dissemination and
recreation, that is, the whole process of knowledge recrea-
tion through direct or indirect communication and inter-
action between subjects (subject can also be a node in a
network) in an innovation network, absorbing each other’s
knowledge advantages in the presence of differences in
knowledge potential.

2.2. Innovation Networks and Complex Networks. An in-
novation network is an open and dynamic complex system
[33]. It is a basic institutional system that serves the systemic
innovation of the subjects. *e innovative cooperation re-
lationship between enterprises is the main bridging mech-
anism of the network frame [34]. *is relationship is mostly
maintained by contracts. *e content of the relationship is
the innovation activities between the innovation subjects,
and the ultimate goal is to maximize the benefits of all
participants. Under the influences of technology spillover
[35], knowledge integration [36], innovation dependence
[37], organization proximity [5], and other factors, nodes in
the network constantly adjust strategies according to de-
velopment needs in the process of activities; original in-
novation subjects are reintegrated, new subjects are
constantly added, and the innovation network structure
transitions from looseness to centralization [38]. An inno-
vation network gradually assumes the form of a “small-
world” with strong cohesion [39], evolving from a low level
to a high level. It gradually forms an innovative system with
the characteristics of open growth, selective connectivity,
and complex multisubjectivity [40]. An innovation network
contains significant innovative talent. *rough collaborative
cooperation, talented individuals who possess knowledge
can share that information and communicate with different
subjects, thus injecting knowledge. Because an innovation
network has a large number of complex connected rela-
tionships, the inflow of resources, such as innovation
knowledge, is broadened, and knowledge is aggregated.

*erefore, the formation of an innovation network provides
a platform for knowledge sharing, which in turn promotes
the development of an innovation network.

In recent decades, as a kind of complex social network,
innovation networks have been increasingly formed to
promote innovation and knowledge sharing. Complex
networks are applied to explain the formation and evolution
of innovation networks [41]. A complex network is a set of
graphs composed of nodes and their relationships. *e
nodes in a complex network are numerous and diverse.
Connections between nodes can appear or disappear at any
time. *e fusion of multiple behaviors leads to high com-
plexity and evolution [42], which are mainly manifested in
structural complexity, network evolution, and node diver-
sity. Analyzing the concepts and characteristics of complex
networks and innovative networks reveals that the two have
similarities in terms of their network attributes, as shown in
Table 1.

Since innovation networks are similar to complex net-
works (i.e., the nodes are diversified, the connections are
complex, and there are certain evolutionary characteristics),
studies generally use the measurement indexes of complex
networks to measure innovation networks [44].

In summary, this study defines an innovation network as
the interrelated organizational structure formed by inno-
vation subjects in the process of cooperation and commu-
nication, and it is measured using the related indexes of
complex networks.

2.3. Network Structure and Its Effect on Knowledge Sharing.
Knowledge sharing is a process of knowledge transfer and
recreation between innovation subjects. To fill knowledge
gaps, innovation subjects in a network must cooperate with
other subjects to promote knowledge sharing and integrate
knowledge. Only by realizing knowledge sharing can in-
novation subjects achieve technological innovation and
improve their innovation performance. *erefore, the
present analysis of knowledge sharing in innovation net-
works is designed to explore the knowledge transfer and
creation process in an innovation network, thus helping
innovators identify a better knowledge-sharing pattern. *e
knowledge-sharing process includes knowledge transfer and
knowledge creation. Knowledge transfer emphasizes the
process of knowledge transfer from provider to recipient.
*e knowledge provider has an absolute knowledge ad-
vantage, and the knowledge receiver, based on the subjects’
innovation needs, can acquire, absorb, and utilize comple-
mentary knowledge through cooperation and exchange.
Knowledge creation emphasizes the socialization and in-
ternalization of implicit knowledge, highlighting the as-
cending-spiral process of knowledge.

*e cooperation and communication relationship be-
tween subjects in an innovation network is the link that helps
them acquire and utilize complementary and heterogeneous
knowledge. Innovation subjects can access cutting-edge
knowledge in the process of communication and
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cooperation. Meanwhile, the knowledge-communication
relationship established with heterogeneous subjects can
help enterprises build their reputation in the network and
help them form more network relations to acquire rich
external knowledge [45]. Due to differences in the frequency,
intensity, and number of connections between the subjects, a
diversified network structure is formed, and the structural
position of the subject is an important basis for measuring
the knowledge capital it can obtain. With principals at the
center of the network, they will have more opportunities to
use and control information and resources [46]. A network
with more structural holes can facilitate knowledge diffusion
by promoting the adoption of nonredundant information
and knowledge, carrying out middleman business, and ac-
quiring tangible resources [47]. *e popularity and activity
of individuals in the network are often considered the key
area regarding the function of the “structure diagram” or
“bridge connection.” *erefore, subjects occupying struc-
tural holes and having more bridge connections can obtain
more heterogeneity and advantageous information [48]. In
addition, some stable network structure relationships will be
formed among individuals who have established connec-
tions, which is conducive to the acquisition and sharing of
knowledge [49].

In summary, the network structure formed by an in-
novation network and the network locations of the inno-
vation subject both influences the subject’s knowledge
acquisition. *is study examined knowledge sharing in an
innovation network from two aspects: microindividual
network elements and macronetwork topologies. From the
microperspective, subjects with direct connections can share
knowledge through direct cooperation, exchange, and rec-
reation. *erefore, the cohesion of nodes has an effect on
knowledge sharing; the more subjects with direct connec-
tions, the higher the cohesion. In addition, the positive
externality of knowledge sharing enables subjects without
direct connections to acquire knowledge through indirect
relations, such as “structural holes” and “bridge connec-
tions”; thus, the weak ties of nodes will also have effects on
knowledge sharing. From the macropoint of view, different

network topologies determine the sharing efficiency and
knowledge paths in the network. *erefore, this study
established knowledge-sharing paths, including direct, in-
direct, and mixed paths. A direct path reflects the influence
of node cohesion on knowledge sharing, while an indirect
path reflects the influence of weak ties among knowledge-
sharing nodes.

3. Method

3.1. Multinetwork Model. Based on the literature review, to
describe the knowledge-sharing process in innovation
networks, this study constructed a knowledge network based
on knowledge elements and an innovation network for
knowledge sharing. It then simulated the relationship be-
tween the two networks to build a multilayer network of
knowledge sharing.

3.1.1. Construction of a Knowledge Network. *e basic
components of a knowledge network include related
knowledge in the network organization. Drawing on pre-
vious studies [50], we described the knowledge possessed by
individuals in an innovation network by creating a
knowledge-network tree diagram. We divided the knowl-
edge used by an organization into a knowledge field and a
knowledge unit (KU), as shown in Figure 1. In this paper, we
defined the knowledge field as some kinds of knowledge in
different industries or in different subjects; it can be divided
into different knowledge unit. And knowledge unit refers to
the knowledge with a complete expression that cannot be
divided. *e knowledge stock of the network node was
represented at the same level, and the knowledge source at
the same level did not have overlapping knowledge.
Knowledge networks are represented by innovation net-
works, where K means nodes in the network and V means
relationship in the network. *us, we have
Vk � (ki, kj) | θ(ki, kj) . If θ � 1, Ki is the subnode of Kj;
otherwise, there is no connection relationship between Ki
and Kj.

Table 1: Attribute comparison between complex networks and innovation networks.

Main properties of complex networks
[43] Main properties of innovation networks [41]

*e number and types of network
nodes are varied.

*e number of innovation nodes is increasing, and there are different nodes in the network (e.g.,
universities, institutions, and firms).

*e structure of the network is
complex.

*ere is a great deal of nonlinear positive and negative feedback between innovation subjects,
which makes the innovation network a complex system with complex structures, intricate

relationships, and diverse target functions.

It involves the dynamic evolution of
time and space.

*ey have complex evolution characteristics. *e innovation subject carries on the
transformation connection according to resource endowment preference differences. Meanwhile,
external nodes are attracted to join the network, causing the relationships between innovation

subjects to change constantly, and the network evolves accordingly.
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3.1.2. Construction of an Innovation Network.
“Innovation network” describes the relationship between
each innovation subject. *is study used the complex-net-
work metaphor for the innovation-network environment.
Small-world and scale-free networks are common complex
networks. *e small-world network is a common complex
network proposed byWatts and Strogatz.*e node degree of
a small-world network presents Poisson distribution char-
acteristics. *is network has a high clustering coefficient and
a short average path length [51]. Complex networks with a
scale-free structure exhibit the following two characteristics:
first, the number of nodes is constantly increasing; second,
newly added nodes and original nodes are connected based
on the principle of “degree preference” (higher-degree nodes
are selected more often) [52]. We constructed innovative
cooperation networks with these characteristics. *e co-
operation network expression is NC � (Kc, Vc), where Kc is
the number of subjects in the cooperation network, and Vc is
the connection relationship in the cooperation network. If
Vc � 1, a cooperative relationship exists between the in-
novation nodes; if Vc � 0, no connection relationship exists
between the innovation nodes.

In general, studies have used network average degree and
average path length to describe the topology structures of
complex networks.*e degree of nodes refers to the number
of edges that other nodes in a complex network are directly
connected via a specified node, called ki. Degree is an index
for measuring the relationship between nodes in a network.
*e average degree of all nodes in the network becomes the
average degree of the network.

Average path-length L refers to the shortest path be-
tween nodes i and j in a network as follows:

L �
1

(1/2)N(N − 1)

i≥j

dij, (1)

where N represents the number of nodes in the network and
dij is the geodesic distance between two nodes. *e smaller
the average path length, the shorter the distance between

nodes; that is, the shorter the time needed to reach the target
position, the less the authenticity.

3.1.3. Multilayer Network Construction. Network members
in a cooperative innovation network possess relevant
knowledge in the knowledge network. *erefore, the rela-
tionship between the innovation network and the knowledge
network was constructed, and the relationship formed
among networks constitutes a knowledge-sharing multilayer
network in the innovation network (Figure 2). *is study
established an array v[n, m] to express the amount of
knowledge owned by members of the innovation network.

3.2. Mechanism of Knowledge Sharing in Multinetworks.
Innovation subjects at this stage of socialization utilize
mobile resources and communicate with innovation
subjects in the network to acquire implicit knowledge.
*e innovation network provides a communication ex-
change platform for innovation subjects to conduct social
activities. Innovation subjects make the acquired implicit
knowledge more explicit to renovate and transform the
implicit knowledge of the individual into the public
knowledge of the network [28]. Innovation subjects then
integrate scattered knowledge into the network through a
joint process and integrate the implicit knowledge ac-
quired in the first and second stages, forming a knowl-
edge-innovation system. In the process of internalization,
innovation subjects absorb knowledge, create new
knowledge through practice and learning, and continue
the process of knowledge transfer, knowledge processing,
knowledge integration, and knowledge innovation [53].
In addition, innovation subjects absorb useful knowl-
edge, process knowledge based on its advantages, transfer
new knowledge to the innovation system, and achieve the
two-way circulation of knowledge through transferring
and sharing. We can conclude, therefore, that innovation
ability, learning ability, and degree of explicitness affect

Knowledge in
organization

Knowledge
field 1

Knowledge
field 3

Knowledge
field 2

KU1 KU2 KU3 KU4

Figure 1: Diagram of a knowledge network.
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the efficiency of knowledge sharing in a network.
Knowledge is transferred, absorbed, digested, shared, and
recreated among cooperative innovation organizations,
achieving an ascending-spiral process of communication,
coordination, cooperation, and collaboration [54].

*is study focused on the process of knowledge sharing
between organizations. A multilayer network structure was
used to describe the carrier of knowledge sharing. Based on
the analysis in Section 2.3, this study divided the knowledge-
sharing path in the innovation network into three types:
direct path, indirect path, and mixed path.

Direct path (DP) refers to knowledge sharing in the
knowledge network via direct contact between subjects in the
innovation network. Such direct contact and learning usually
promote the transmission of tacit knowledge in the network.
When innovation subjects in the innovation network cooperate,
they communicate with each other and share knowledge with
the knowledge-learning party. Since tacit knowledge is stored in
the mind of the knowledge provider, it cannot be encoded with
specific words; meanwhile, the knowledge receiver can acquire
knowledge through the establishment of a connection rela-
tionship to enhance their own knowledge reserve and complete
the process of knowledge transfer.

Under DP, it is assumed that the knowledge provider (Pa)
has a certain kind of knowledge (Kij). After a round of
knowledge sharing, the new knowledge possessed by the
knowledge-learning party is only affected by its own cohe-
sion—that is, the influence of the subject in direct contact with
it. If there is a knowledge gap between the two nodes, Pa will
own some knowledge units of the other node, and the greater
the degree of k, the more knowledge it will likely share. Since
knowledge potential decreases with increased communication
between two parties, the knowledge potential attenuation
function F(α) is introduced. F(α) is a power function varying
with time, and k is the degree of the node. After a round of
knowledge diffusion and learning, the efficiency of knowledge
sharing is

Da(t + 1) � Ia(t) + F(α)∗ k. (2)

Under the indirect path (IP), it is assumed that the
knowledge provider (Pa) has a certain kind of knowledge
(Kij). *e efficiency of knowledge sharing is only affected by
the indirectly connected subject—that is, the number of
weak ties. In this study, the average path length L of the
innovation network was chosen to represent the weak ties of
nodes. After a round of knowledge diffusion and learning,
the efficiency of knowledge sharing is

Ia(t + 1) � Ia(t) + F(α)L̂. (3)

Under the mixed path (MP), the knowledge owner will
select the DP according to equation (2) at probability P, and
the knowledge owner will select the IP according to equation
(3) at probability 1–P:

Ma(t + 1) � pDa(t + 1) +(11p)Ia(t + 1). (4)

As shown in Figure 3, the innovation network is com-
posed of 1–7. For example, after a round of knowledge
sharing and learning, subject 2 can be shared through a DP
to learn the knowledge of subject 1. Meanwhile, it can also be
shared from node 3 and node 8 through the IP.

3.3. Measure of Knowledge Sharing. Assuming the initial
knowledge stock TKPS(t) of each innovation subject in the
innovative network NC is the sum of the initial stock of
various types of knowledge owned by the subjects, we have

TKPa
(t) � 

m

kij�1
v Pa, kij (t). (5)

*e total amount of knowledge in the innovation net-
work is

v v

1 i

n

q

j

m

wp

A

a b

a1 a2 b2

Figure 2: Multilayer knowledge network diagram.
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TKPa
(t) � 

n

Pa�1
v Pa, kij (t). (6)

According to the relationship between the innovation
network and the knowledge network, a multilayer net-
work expression, SN � (K, V, Vk−k, Vc−c, Vk−c), is estab-
lished, where Vk−c is the set of edges that connects the
innovation nodes in the knowledge network and inno-
vation network in the multilayer network. In the simu-
lation, the matrix element value is set to 0 or 1 to indicate
whether knowledge field i has knowledge unit j. *e
number of knowledge units in the network is m, which is
the sum of all nonzero elements in the innovation
network.

Efficient knowledge sharing can promote collaboration
between innovation subjects and enhance innovation
performance. Knowledge sharing is one of the goals of
collaborative innovation. *e level of knowledge measures
the efficiency of knowledge transfer in an innovation
network. In a certain period of time, the faster the
knowledge level in the innovation network grows, the
higher the knowledge-sharing efficiency of the network.
*erefore, this study used the knowledge level to measure
the knowledge-sharing efficiency of the whole network. In
addition, the knowledge balance in an innovation network
can measure the level of knowledge development in the
overall network. *e higher the balance, the stronger the
cohesiveness of the network, and the more similar the
knowledge acceptance ability of each innovation subject.
*is study selected the average knowledge level and
knowledge equilibrium level to measure the efficiency of
knowledge sharing in an innovation network. *e equa-
tions are as follows:

u(t) �
1
n



n

P�1
TKP(t), (7)

σ2 �
1
n



n

P�1
TK2

P(t) − u
2
(t). (8)

4. Simulation and Discussion

4.1. Steps and Parameter Initialization Settings. Based on the
rules of knowledge sharing in a multilayer network, we
designed the following simulation steps:

Step 1. *e NC of an innovation network and NK of a
knowledge network with a certain number of nodes are
constructed. To simulate the influence of different
structures on knowledge sharing, innovation networks
with small-world characteristics and scale-free char-
acteristics are generated.
Step 2. Small-world and scale-free networks with 500
nodes were generated based on the literature [55]. Set
the average degrees of the network as 2, 4, and 8 and the
average path lengths of the network as 2, 6, and 8.
Step 3. When t� 0, knowledge elements are randomly
assigned to nodes in the innovation network, and the
initial average knowledge level and knowledge equi-
librium of the network are calculated according to
equations (7) and (8).
Step 4. When t� 1, after the knowledge sharing and
learning of all nodes according to equations (2)–(4), the
average knowledge level and knowledge equilibrium of
the network are calculated according to equations (7)
and (8).
Step 5. Repeat steps 2–4. *e simulation is terminated
after 10,000 times; it then generates simulation dia-
grams of the knowledge-sharing effects in different
network topologies.

Following the given simulation steps, we used MATLAB
R2019b to generate knowledge-sharing effect diagrams in
the innovation network with different parameter settings.

4.2. Knowledge Sharing in a Scale-Free Network. Figures 4
and 5 show the effects of node cohesion and the number of
weak ties on the average knowledge level and knowledge
equilibrium in a multilayer network with a scale-free
topology.

Knowledge network

Innovation network

Knowledge network

Innovation network

1
2

8

7

3
4

6
5

a b c d e

A B

1
2

8

7

3
4

6
5

a b c d e

A B

Figure 3: Mechanism of knowledge sharing in multilayer networks.
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When node cohesion k is 2, 4, and 8, the average
knowledge level and knowledge equilibrium in the inno-
vation network under a scale-free topology are shown in
Figures 4 and 5.

As shown in Figure 3, as node cohesion increased, under
a scale-free network environment, the average knowledge
level of the innovation network decreased gradually in the
DP, MP, and IP. In a scale-free network environment and
according to the “Matthew effect” of a scale-free network, as
the number of innovation nodes increased, new nodes
cooperated with old nodes that had stronger cohesion and
more connected relationships. Existing subjects in the
network acquired their partners’ explicit knowledge through

encoded documents and needed more implicit knowledge
that could be accessed through cooperation and commu-
nication. *erefore, when innovation subjects had stronger
cohesion, DP was more conducive to the sharing and cre-
ation of network knowledge.

As shown in Figure 5, as node cohesion increased, the
innovation network’s knowledge equilibrium gradually
changed from IP to DP in the scale-free network.
Knowledge equilibrium reflected the stock of knowledge
owned by each subject in the network. When node co-
hesion was low, each subject in the IP acquired more
similar knowledge through the encoded knowledge. At
this time, the network balance was the strongest. As

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
×104 ×104
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1.6
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MP
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2.6
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3

Figure 4: Levels of average knowledge in a scale-free network when k � 2, 4, and 8.
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subject cohesion was enhanced, subjects with a relatively
high value in the scale-free network acquired implicit
knowledge through direct communication. Under the
joint catalysis of implicit and explicit knowledge, the
collaboration and equilibrium of subjects under DP were
gradually enhanced. *erefore, in the process of col-
laborative innovation, innovation subjects should con-
stantly self-evaluate, master their innovation ability,

select appropriate knowledge-sharing channels according
to their ability, and improve collaboration efficiency.

When the learning ability of innovation subjects L is 2, 6,
and 8, the average knowledge level and knowledge equi-
librium in the innovation network under a scale-free to-
pology are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

As shown in Figure 6, MP and IP influenced the effect of
weak ties on the level of knowledge sharing, whereas MP

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.6

0.8

1
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1.6

1.8
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1.8
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1
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×104
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IP
MP

×104
DP
IP
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Figure 5: Knowledge equilibrium in a scale-free network when k � 2, 4, and 8.
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influenced the effect of weak ties on knowledge equilib-
rium. *is was because weak ties mainly reflect the un-
derstanding and acceptance degree of the innovation
subject regarding the explicit knowledge diffused by other
indirectly related subjects in the network. *erefore, with
continuous increases in the number of weak ties, nodes
were more likely to grasp the shared knowledge that was
clearly encoded in the explicit knowledge-sharing

channels, and the average knowledge level in the network
reached its highest collaboration efficiency. Additionally,
in a scale-free network, the network nodes often coop-
erated with the few nodes that had high cohesion, resulting
in the relatively low aggregation of innovation nodes in
the network and limited connection of the knowledge
provider, which hindered the communication of implicit
knowledge.
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Figure 6: Average knowledge levels in a scale-free network when L � 2, 6, and 8.
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As shown in Figure 7, when examining the effect of
weak ties on knowledge sharing in a scale-free network, we
found that the average knowledge level in the network
declined after a short-term rise. When the relationships
between different nodes were relatively weak, IP encoun-
tered a block in knowledge transmission and relearning,
and the knowledge sender and receiver did not share well,
resulting in a decline in the equilibrium of network

knowledge. After weak ties increased, knowledge equilib-
rium in MP gradually increased.

4.3. Knowledge Sharing in a Small-World Network.
Figures 8–11 depict the effects of cohesion and the number
of weak ties on knowledge sharing under DP, IP, and MP in
the innovation network under a small-world topology.
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Figure 7: Knowledge equilibrium in a scale-free network when L � 2, 6, and 8.
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When node cohesion k is 2, 4, and 8, the average
knowledge level and knowledge equilibrium in the inno-
vation network under the small-world topology are shown in
Figures 8 and 9.

Under the small-world topology, the average knowl-
edge level in the innovation network reached the maxi-
mum under MP. *e small-world network was more

balanced, and the connections among partners in the
network were distributed normally. *e nodes in the
innovation network were more evenly connected in the
process of collaborative innovation, and they acquired
implicit and explicit knowledge through balanced and
comprehensive channels, causing innovation network
knowledge to reach a higher level. *e network nodes were
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Figure 8: Average knowledge levels in a small-world network when k � 2, 4, and 8.
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less sensitive to node cohesion. In terms of knowledge
equilibrium, DP had the greatest effect on knowledge
variance. *e small-world network exhibited close co-
operation, and the nodes directly communicated with and
trusted one another to obtain implicit knowledge.
*erefore, the innovation network had the highest
knowledge equilibrium under DP.

When the weak ties of node L are 2, 6, and 8, the average
knowledge level and knowledge equilibrium in the inno-
vation network are shown in Figures 10 and 11 under the
small-world topology.

As shown in Figures 10 and 11, in an innovation
network with small-world characteristics, MP played a
significant role in promoting the average knowledge level
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Figure 9: Knowledge equilibrium in a small-world network when k � 2, 4, and 8.
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and knowledge equilibrium in the network. In the small-
world network, the information dissemination path was
short, the connection relationship between the innovation
nodes was relatively close, and IP and DP both promoted
the overall knowledge-sharing efficiency and level of the
network. In addition, the efficiency and level of knowledge
sharing were maximized when the two patterns coexisted.

Moreover, under MP, with an improvement in the
learning level of the innovation subjects, knowledge
variance fluctuated significantly. *e small-world network
was highly cohesive, and the network connection was
relatively close. *e richer the number of weak ties among
the nodes, the more subjects they shared, causing
knowledge equilibrium in the network to fluctuate.
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Figure 10: Average knowledge levels in a small-world network when L � 2, 6, and 8.
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5. Conclusion

Based on the model setting and simulation analysis, the
following conclusions can be drawn.

First, innovation network structures had different effects
on knowledge sharing with different paths. Furthermore,
node cohesion and the number of weak ties for making
knowledge more explicitly affected the network’s level of
knowledge sharing.

Second, in the innovation network with a scale-free
topology, node cohesion and the number of weak ties for
making knowledge more explicitly significantly influenced
the average knowledge level and knowledge equilibrium of
the network. Overall, the direct path and mixed path had
stronger effects on promoting knowledge sharing in the
innovation network.

*ird, in the innovation network with a small-world
topology, the mixed path had the best effect on promoting
the network’s overall knowledge level.

Based on these findings, this study can provide a ref-
erence for improving knowledge sharing in the context of
innovation networks.

Most importantly, we need to build harmonious and in-
novative networks. Since an innovation network includes many
innovation subjects, and different subjects have different cor-
porate concepts and cultures, innovation subjects express dif-
ferent opinions during collaboration and cooperation. Most
enterprises lack a culture of cooperation for achieving win-win
situations, which results in excessive competition in the in-
novation network, wasted innovation resources, and reduced
efficiency. *erefore, at this stage of collaborative innovation, a
corporate concept is needed to cultivate an appropriate concept
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Figure 11: Knowledge equilibrium in a small-world network when L � 2, 6, and 8.
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of collaborative innovation and achieve the goal of mutual
benefit under the joint efforts of both parties. In addition, the
simulation analysis showed that a small-world topology was
more conducive to knowledge collaboration and innovation in
an innovation network. *e most prominent feature of the
small-world network was that the average network path length
was short, and cohesion was strong. *erefore, trust among
various innovation subjects should be cultivated to create a
sound atmosphere for cooperation. Subjects who demonstrate
opportunistic behavior and bring invisible losses to innovation
activities should be sanctioned. Only by maintaining the trust
relationship between organizations can we communicate and
learn better.

*is study does have some limitations. Specifically,
simulation was used to estimate the trends of knowledge
diffusion in multinetworks. *ough the parameter settings
were based on consultation with experts in the field, future
research could perhaps use real numerical values. In addi-
tion, this study only considers the influence of some network
characteristics on knowledge sharing, other characteristics
(such as clustering coefficient) may research in the future.
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